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Cyberpipeline

Descriptions of websites that might prove useful for language teaching and professional development; length depends on how many sites are reviewed.

Focus on Language
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Message from the Editor

Michael Carrol, “On CUE” Editor

In the second issue of On CUE this year, and our second as editors, we and the CUE executive have been mulling over a few changes. We inherited a steadily growing reputation, built up by the previous editors, Charles Jannuzzi and Bern Mulvey, and before them, Jack Kimball. On CUE is in the process of acquiring ISSN status, thanks to Charles. A possible next step would be to introduce peer reviewing.

Peer reviewing in a nutshell:

A peer reviewed journal has a number of reviewers, the editorial board or review board, with expertise in a range of fields relevant to the journal’s theme. Instead of the editor selecting articles, he or she sends each submission anonymously to one or two reviewers. Each reviewer evaluates the quality of the submission and makes one of three recommendations: publish, reject or publish after amendments. This is essentially the same process as the one involved in evaluating Master’s or PhD theses. The purpose is to maintain a high standard by separating quality control from the day to day editorial responsibilities, in particular the need to meet deadlines. The anonymity is to allow a focus on content aside from the reputation of the writer (or any personal feelings between reviewer and writer). Referred publications have higher status than non-referred ones. This is important for writers’ cvs, and may have a knock-on effect on the journal by attracting more submissions.

The process

In order to get started on the road to peer reviewing, we’d need to establish a group of people interested in working together as a review board. In practice, of course, board members are quite independent. Their reviews are directed only to the writer and editor. Nevertheless, in order to set up such a system from scratch, some preliminary benchmarking work would need to be done, to establish the criteria on which papers would be evaluated, and to ensure that reviewers were operating from a broadly similar base.

What do you think?

On CUE is ‘owned’ by the members of CUE. What do you, the members, think about this? We’d welcome any comments, in favour, against, or simply ruminative.

Back to On CUE

The question for CUE is whether we want to take this route. Over the last several years the quality of On CUE has been very high, at least as high as many refereed journals, so the aim would not be as much to acknowledge the quality as to enhance it. One advantage this kind of change might be to increase both the number of submissions and the number of readers. The readership of On CUE is quite small at the moment, and in one sense does not give very much exposure to the writers, considering the amount of work that goes into producing a paper. On the other hand, having papers peer reviewed would entail more work and may result in having a longer gap between submission and publication.
CUE 2000: Conference Report

Edited by Alan MacKenzie, CUE Coordinator and Conference Chair

Introduction

All who attended the CUE conference in May agreed that we had a great weekend. The atmosphere was congenial, the group sizes cozy, the facilities comfortable, and the hospitality outstanding. Keisen University proved an able and warm host and there were even suggestions that a future national conference be held there. We'll have to wait and see about that, but as far as CUE and the other SIGs involved were concerned, we were very happy with the event.

After the event, we asked two of the conference attendees to review it for us. Since Kay Hammond and Greg Goodmacher attended a number of presentations on both days of the conference, they are in a good position to give the CUE membership an overview of what happened, and suggest changes for future events.

Review 1: Greg Goodmacher

The College and University Educators special interest group sponsored the “Content and Language Education: Looking at the Future” conference at Keisen University in Tokyo on May 21 and 22. This conference was, for many reasons, one of the best conferences that I have attended in over six years of teaching and attending conferences in Japan.

The presentations focused on content-based language instruction from both highly theoretical perspectives and very practical applications. Members of the College and University Educators, Global Issues in Language Education, Gender Awareness in Language Education, Materials Writers, and Pragmatics special interest groups of JALT presented their valuable experiences with content-based language education.

No famous international speakers presented at this conference. The presenters were teachers in Japan who are researching and learning about combining content and language education. As a result, attendees received a well-rounded education about diverse issues in content-based education that relate directly to many of our teaching situations.

The atmosphere of this conference was serious, yet it was more personal than the national JALT conferences. Less than two hundred people attended this event. Because of the smaller number of attendees, we had more chances to ask questions and interact with each other. This interaction led to several highly spirited discussions in which presenters were actively challenged to defend their positions.

The host institution, Keisen University, gave tremendous support to the conference. By providing a free bus service at fifteen minute intervals, Keisen University staff made reaching the university from the train station and hotels convenient and comfortable despite the rain. Keisen University even generously arranged for cafeteria staff to provide free lunches on Saturday. Slurping noodles and discussing teaching, we relaxed together in the cafeteria. This calm atmosphere promoted bonding and informal but useful conversations.

The location of the conference also contributed to the relaxed feeling. The university is in a quiet area away from the noise and bustle of Tokyo City. Keisen is an attractive campus with a lot of foliage. The facilities were clean and impressive. Classrooms were equipped with much of the latest technology. The presentation rooms were all within a short walk from each other, so finding them was easy and fast. Each special interest group that participated in the conference had its own room. This helped attendees to quickly get where they wanted to be.

The social gathering of the conference was “The CUE Jump.” Held on Saturday evening, the party was a great chance for everyone to get
to know each other outside of presentations. The food was good, and the excellent French, Australian, and Californian wine caused the lowering of affective filters.

The one negative point of the conference was that some of the time slots for presentations were only forty minutes long. This short period was inadequate for giving a solid presentation and for encouraging substantial discussions. However, the organisers have plans to rectify this situation at the next CUE conference, which promises to be another rewarding experience.

Review 2: Kay Hammond

A conference about teaching at the university level may seem a bit daunting to someone who does not teach in the university circle. This was the perception I held before attending the CUE conference held on May 20th/21st at Keisen University; however, that soon changed. I found most of the presentations I attended to be well presented and very accessible to someone who aspires to teach at a university.

There were several presentations that I found particularly interesting. “Re-inventing the wheel: Considerations in designing a content-based course” by Greg O’Dowd, gave a comprehensive overview of theoretical, social and institutional considerations when planning a content-based course. This was one of the first sessions of the conference and as such gave an excellent framework from which to appreciate later sessions.

Another impressive session was “Every picture tells a story” by John Small. This was a well-paced session with easy to follow handouts. The focus was on the use of telling and re-telling stories to encourage fluency and confidence in students. The contents of this presentation were given in such a way as to be immediately applicable in my classes. There was also a discussion of how to vary the material to suit different levels.

The presentation that remains most vivid to me was “From design to assessment: Topics of personal development in a content-based program” by Trudie Heiman. Samples of students’ writing on personal topics such as “One hundred things I want” or “One hundred things I want to get rid of” allowed me to see some of the depth of character behind the sea of faces in a Japanese class. As workshop participants, we were invited to start writing our own lists. The personal depth of the topics in addition to the enthusiastic presentation of this workshop made a lasting impression.

The Saturday night social event “The CUE Jump” provided a relaxing time to catch up with people who had been diving into different workshops during the day. The event was well catered for and there was plenty left over to extend the feast to breakfast the next day.

There were a couple of points that I thought could have been improved. Firstly, the interesting contents of some sessions were dulled a little by presenters who adopted the style of reading from their handouts rather than presenting the material. Secondly, although there was a variety of featured publisher presentations between sessions, many sessions went over their allotted time and thus it was sometimes difficult to attend those presentations.

The final event of the conference was a group evaluation session. This provided an excellent opportunity for participants to express conclusions, positive and negative, about the conference. In general many participants expressed their satisfaction with the conference and appreciation of the generosity shown by Keisen University in hosting the event. I thoroughly enjoyed the conference and I will certainly be CUEing up for the next one.
Conference Calendar
Edited by Alan Mackenzie

August 2000

24-26 International colloquium on Instructed second language learning, Brussels, Belgium Contact: Geraldine De Visscher. Fax: +32 2 269 3684. Email: geraldine.de.visscher@vub.ac.be; Web: http://www.vub.ac.be/CLIN/confren/

31-2 Sept ’00 EUROCALL 2000, Dundee, Scotland Contact: Jonathan Payens. EUROCALL Office, The Language Institute, University of Hall, Hull HU6 7RX UK. Fax: +44 1482 473 816. Email: eurocall@hull.ac.uk; Web: http://dbs.tay.ac.uk/eurocall2000/

September 2000

1-3 An international conference on the theoretical application of diagrams, Edinburgh, Scotland Contact: Web: http://www.cs.hartford.edu/~d2k/

2-10 Conference and courses on new theoretical perspectives on syntax and semantics in cognitive science, Dubrovnik, Croatia Contact: Email: cct.cogsci@hhbr

4-6 Language in the mind? Implications for research and education, Singapore Contact: Conference Secretary, Language in the Mind? Dept of English Language & Literature, PASS 7 Arts Link Block A55, National University of Singapore, Singapore 117570. Email: ellicomk@nus.edu.sg; Web: http://www.nus.edu.sg/dll/

4-6 2nd National congress on foreign language teaching policy, Applied Linguistics Association of Brazil, Pelotas, Brazil Contact: Web: http://asfla.acpcel.tete.br/~slub/

4-7 NEW SOUNDS 2000, University of Amsterdam and University of Klagenfurt. Fourth International Symposium on the Acquisition of Second-Language Speech. Contact: Secretariat, New Sounds 2000, Departement of English, University of Amsterdam, Spuistraat 210, 1012 VT Amsterdam, The Netherlands e-mail: newsounds@hsm.uva.nl

5-10 7th European Summer Seminar in Intercultural Studies, “Building Communication in Europe: People and Organisations,” Institute for International Communication in association with SIETAR Europe. Krakow, Poland. IIC Seminar administration, Marmiastaat 154-1, 1016 TE Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Tel. +31-20-6242212. Fax +31-20-6241513. E-mail bvhoten@euronet.nl


7-10 SLRF: Second Language Research Forum, Madison, Wisconsin. USA Contact: Applied Linguistics Students Association (ALSA). SLRF Committee, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Dept of English, 7187 H.C. White Hall, 600 North Park St, Madison, WI 53706-1475 USA. Email: srl2000@studenteng.wisc.edu; Web: http://mendota.english.wisc.edu/~srl/


7-9 Universidade de Barcelona and Universidad de Granada. IV International Conference on Languages for Specific Purposes, Barcelona, Spain Contact Frances Lutikhinazi, Facultad de Geologia, Zona Universitaria de Pedralbes, Universitate de Barcelona, 08028 Barcelona, Spain. Fax: +34-93-402-13-40. E-mail: francos@natura.geo.ub.es

7-9 Language Across Boundaries, British Association of Applied Linguistics (BAAL). 33rd Annual Meeting (preceded by BAAL Summer Schools), Cambridge, England. Andy Cawdell, Conference Contact. E-mail andy.cawdell@BAAL.org.uk; M.C. Manning, Summer Schools Contact. E-mail m.c.manning@anglia.ac.uk. Web site http://www.BAAL.org.uk


14-17 First Annual Conference of the Association of Internet Researchers: The state of the Internetdiscipline, Lawrence, Kansas USA Contact. Web: http://www.ccdc.vt.edu/oir/

15-17 New Challenges, Panama TESOL 14th Annual Conference, Panama City, Panama. Carlos A. King. Tel. +314-0366. Fax +314-0368 or -0369. E-mail cikg@nชนak.net


20-23 9th International Conference on functional grammar, Madrid, Spain Contact: Dr Ricardo Matral, ICFGF, Facultad de Filologia, Dpto. de Filologias de Educacion a Distancia, c/o - Sendel del Rey, S/N 28040 Madrid, Spain. Tel.: +34 91 398 6819; Fax: +34 91 318 6826. Email: fgconference@vipe.uned.es

22-24 INSOLICO 2000: 7th International Sociolinguistic Conference, Sofia, Bulgaria Contact: Emnul Kostov, St Kliment Ohridski University of Sofia, Faculty of Slave Philologues, BO-1304 Sofia, Bulgaria. Fax: +3592 946 0255. Email: emnul@slav.uni-sofia.bg

24-26 5th TELRI Seminar: Corpus linguistics — how to extract meaning from corpora, Ljubljana, Slovenia Contact: Email: telri-admin@jds­mannheim.de; Web: http://nli.jsa/telri00/

22-25 TESOLANZ. The Seventh National Conference on Community Languages and ESL, “Language: Continuity, Challenge and Change,” Auckland, New Zealand. Helen Nicholls, 235 Mt. Albert Road, Auckland 1001, New Zealand. Tel. +64-9-6295606. Fax +64-9-629613. E-mail h Nicholls@prolink.co.nz. Web site http://www.cmae.nz/tesol2000/

27-30 Learning 2000: Reassessing the virtual university, Rohnoke, Virginia USA Contact: Len Hatfield. Email: len.hatfield@vt.edu; Web: http://www.cccd.vt.edu/learning


30-Oct I’casting the Net: Diversity in Language Learning and Learning, Korea TESOL. Annual Conference, Taegu, South Korea. Tony Silva, Department of English, University of Hul, Hull HU6 7RX UK. Fax: +44 1482 473 816. Email csilva@hul.ac.uk; Web: http://www.cddc.vt.edu/oir/

5-7 Image and Imagery: an international conference on literature and the arts, St Catharines, Ontario, Canada Contact: Image and Imagery Conference on Literature and the Arts, c/o Corrado Bresgau, Germany. Fax: +49 9138 688 2789 (Attn: Esther Raventos-Pons). Email: Esther.raventos-pons@ BAAL.org.uk. MC. Manning, Summer Schools Contact. E-mail andy.cawdell@ BAAL.org.uk

October 2000

5-7 1st Freiburg workshop on Romance corpus linguistics: Spoken language corpora — state of the art, projects, and new perspectives, Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany. Contact: Claudia D. Pfaff, Albert-Ludwigs-Universitat, Romanistisches Seminar, Werthmannplats 5, D-79085 Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany. Fax: +49 761 203 3193. Email: pfaff@sun-


24-26 Bilingualism at the Ends of the Earth, Waikato, New Zealand Contact: A/Prof. Ray Harlow, Dept of General & Applied Linguistics, University of Waikato, Private Bag 3105, Hamilton, NZ. Tel: +64 7 838 4466 ext 8771; Fax: +64 7 838 4932. Web: http://www.waikato.ac.nz/ling/reorua


December 2000
1-2 Treasuring the Old, Challenging the New, TESOL-ITALY. XXVth National Convention, Assisi, Italy Romana Fiorenza, Via San Erasmo 4, 00184 Rome, Italy. Tel. +39-06-70475392. Email vlascio@ppld.it. Web site http://www.eurolink.it/tswal.

4-8 OZCHI 2000 Conference: Human-computer interaction interfacing reality in the new millennium, Sydney, Australia Contact: OZCHI2000, Well Done Events, PO Box 90, Campbelltown, NSW 2540, Australia. Email: ozchi@welldone.com.au; Web: http://www.conis.csiro.au/ozchi2000

5-8 5th English in South East Asia Conference (SESEA): Communication, identity, power and education — roles and functions of Englishes, Perth, Western Australia Contact: Conference Convener, SESEA, School of Languages and Intercultural Education, Curtin, University of Technology, GPO U1987, Perth WA 6845, Australia. Email: ese@lss.curtin.edu.au; Web: http://hits.curtin.edu.au/~ese

11-15 International conference on stress and rhythm, Hyderabad, India Contact: Dr. K. G. Vijayakrishnan, Dept of Linguistics, CIEFL, Hyderabad 500007. Email: vijay@cieflernet.in; Web: http:// www.cieflbofom.homepage.com


January 2001
3-6 3rd Annual workshop and minitrack on persistent conversation: Perspectives from research and development, Maui, Hawaii Contact: Web: http://www.pliant.org/personal/Tom-Erickson/ HICSS34pc.html

3-7 World Languages in Multilingual Contexts, Hyderabad, Contact: Prof. Makhan Lal Tiekoo, President, International Congress, CIEFL, Hyderabad 500 007, India. Tel: +91 40 701 8131; Fax: +91 40 701 8402. Email: congress@cieflernet.in


11-13 15th Holland Institute of Generative Linguistics Phonology Conference (HILP5), Potsdam, Germany Deadline for abstracts: 1 October '00 Contact: HILP 5 Committee, Institute for Linguistics, University of Potsdam, Postfach 100145, 14415 Potsdam, Germany. Email: hilp5@kronos.ling.uni­potsdam.de; Web: http://www.ling.uni­potsdam.de/aktuelles/hilp5

23-25 7th International Symposium on Social Communication, Santiago de Cuba, Cuba Contact: Dr. Elena Miyares Bermudez, Secretaría Ejecutiva, Comisión Organizadora, VII Simposio Internacional de Comunicación Social, Centro de Lingüística Aplicada, Apartado Postal 4067, Vista Alegre, Santiago de Cuba, 4, Cuba 90400. Tel: +53 226 4266; Fax: +53 226 41579. Email: elo@lingapli.ciges.infcu; Web: http://parlevink.ca.utwente.nl/Cuba/index.html


February 2001

24-27 American Association of Applied Linguistics (AAAL). AAAL 2001 Annual Convention, St. Louis, Missouri. AAAL, PO Box 21686, Eugene, Minnesota 55121-0686. Tel. 612-933-0805. Fax 612-431-8404. E-mail aaaloffice@aaal.org. Web site http://www.aaal.org/

27-3 Gateway To The Future. TESOL Annual conference (including pre- and postconference institutes, and publisher and software exhibition), St. Louis, Missouri. TESOL, 700 South Washington St., St., 200, Alexandria, Virginia 22314.
Grice’s Cooperative Principle and the ‘Ambiguous’ Japanese ‘hai’

Martin Bradshaw, Yokohama YMCA Language and Business College

The ‘hai’ response sometimes seems an indispensable part of any Japanese conversation. Witness any telephone conversation between Japanese salarymen. Often, it can appear to have no greater communicative function than to punctuate periods of extended silence. But this, to be sure, misses the illocutionary subtleties that its usage often implies. Translated, ‘hai’ is most often treated as equivalent to a ‘yes’ response in English. But while convenient, this rendering is to a large extent overly simplistic as it fails to take into account the varied nuance which occasions its situational context.

A number of years ago, I was part of the hiring committee at a college interviewing prospective English language teachers for a position in the coming school year. One of the applicants interviewed was a British teacher named Keith. Mr. Okada, a new Japanese director at the college, and I conducted the interview. Toward the end of the interview Keith asked Mr. Okada about the salary conditions of the position he had applied for. Unlike our previous director, Mr. Okada always requested a second interview alone with hopeful applicants to discuss salary. I was unaware of this at the time. Although Keith spoke Japanese fluently, the interview was conducted entirely in English. Our discussion went something like this:

Keith: Mr. Okada, may I ask the salary conditions of the position I am being interviewed for?

Okada: Hai. (three minutes of silence, with Mr. Okada head down staring at Keith’s resume)

Martin: (quietly to Keith) Keith, perhaps you would like to repeat your question in Japanese?

Keith: (quietly to Martin) No, it’s all right.

Keith: (to Mr. Okada) Could you tell me a little more about the college curriculum? (Mr. Okada looked up and immediately went on to explain next year’s curriculum.)

Translated as a straightforward affirmative ‘yes’, Mr. Okada’s ‘hai’ could well have been interpreted as “Yes, what would you like to know?”. But clearly, given his body language — head down, staring at the resume in front of him, an obvious turning away — combined with a prolonged period of silence, it was intended as something very different. My immediate thought was that Keith’s question was quite a reasonable one — considering, after all, that he was being interviewed for a job! So why the hesitation? I supposed that Keith initially felt the same way. I was a little slow interpreting the situation. Keith, to his credit, was a little more perceptive.

Before attempting to surmise the underlying forces at work in our exchange, let’s briefly outline the main points of Grice’s Cooperative Principle.

Grice’s Cooperative Principle

According to Grice, the interpretation of an utterance in a talk exchange can only be worked out if we assume that the people engaged in the exchange are attempting to be cooperative.

“Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged. One might label this the cooperative principle.” (Grice, 1975, p. 45)

Subordinate to this Cooperative Principle Grice counted four maxims (nine including submaxims):

1. Quantity: Give the right amount of information; that is
   (a) make your contribution as informative as is required (for the current purposes of the exchange),
   (b) do not make your contribution more informative than is required.
2. **Quality:** Try to make your contribution one that is true; that is
   (a) do not say what you believe to be false.
   (b) do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.

3. **Relation:** Be relevant.

4. **Manner:** Be perspicuous:
   (a) avoid obscurity of expression.
   (b) avoid ambiguity.
   (c) be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity).
   (d) be orderly. (Grice, 1975, pp. 45-46)

Any apparent breaches of the maxims in an exchange are resolved by an appeal to the Cooperative Principle.

Grice goes on to note that these maxims are frequently broken; they are exploited by conversants for the purpose of conveying more than they actually denote. A participant in a talk exchange may fail to fulfill a maxim in various ways, which include the following. Grice called this *conversational implicature*:

1. A speaker may quietly and unostentatiously violate a maxim, in the case of lies, for example.
2. A speaker may *opt out* of the Cooperative Principle, as for example when people refuse to answer a question. He/she may say, for example, 'I cannot say more; my lips are sealed'.
3. A speaker may be faced by a *clash*: He/she may be unable, for example, to fulfill the first maxim of Quality (be as informative as is required) without violating the second maxim of Quality (have adequate evidence for what you say).
4. A speaker may *flout* a maxim; that is, he/she may *blatantly* fail to fulfill it. (Grice 1975, p. 49)

Returning to our little exchange, what then, can we surmise, actually went on between Keith and Mr. Okada? Was it that Okada was attempting to convey something to us implicitly through his response that I initially missed? To be sure, the *propositional content* of the utterance was clear enough if a ‘yes’ rendering of it is accepted, but what about its *illocutionary force*, the actual intention of the utterance? It seemed that Grice’s Cooperative Principle was not obtaining particularly well at all in the situation. All communication had come to an abrupt standstill — one party becoming very uncooperative indeed! Only later was I able to read the intent, the *illocutionary force*, of the seemingly inescrutable ‘hai’: that from Mr. Okada’s perspective we, the English-speaking foreigners, not he, were the uncooperative ones. His intention could only be understood by relating what he uttered to its wider cultural/situational context.

To anyone arriving culturally unaware in Japan, the subtleties of Japanese social etiquette and expected behaviour are often misinterpreted, or commonly not even noted. I do not want to get sidetracked into a lengthy discussion of Japanese protocol. But to get to the bottom of the ‘dilemma’ encountered in our job interview let me say a few words about what I think led to my confusion. Clearly, the *illocutionary force* of ‘hai’ (yes) was very different for the two parties involved — the two English-speakers and the one Japanese speaker.

‘Yes’ in English, like ‘hai’ in Japanese, can possess differing language functions, or *Speech Acts*. Its single *sense* can have variable *force*. For example, as permission: *May I borrow your pen? Yes, go ahead*; as affirmation: *Joe left work early today? Yes, he left about an hour ago*; as query: *Mr. Bradshaw? Yes (what do you want)?* to name but a few. Like ‘yes’ in English, the Japanese ‘hai’ can also have differing force — some instances being more direct than others. As I did not know at the time of our interview, ‘hai’ in Japanese, or sometimes the use of ‘yes’ by Japanese when speaking English, can simply mean ‘I hear you’. That is, it can mean no more than ‘I understand what you said’. In such instances, it is not to be taken as an affirmation of what was previously said nor as a positive response to anything, even if uttered in response to a clearly stated yes/no question.

But what are we to make of Mr. Okada’s ‘hai’ and the subsequent three-minute silence? Obviously, during the prolonged quiet, Mr. Okada had no intention of responding further to the question; in fact, he had no intention of saying anything before we did. It was our ‘turn’. As the silence became increasingly uncomfortable, the onus was clearly on us to make the next move. But why the *onus*? Well, as Mr. Okada must have seen it, Keith asked the wrong question at the wrong time and the extralinguistic signals attending his ‘hai’ response should have been an immediate indication to us that he thought it an
inappropriate question, at least while I was present.

We can only surmise what was running through his mind as he stared blankly at Keith’s resume: Well, they’ve done it now, how are they going to get out of this one? The onus was on us (or, at least, on Keith) because, given the relationship between Speaker and Hearer (in this case, job applicant and school director), the directness of the question had resulted in a loss of face for Okada, and his responding to it could only have resulted in even more of a loss. From Okada’s standpoint, the question was a clear imposition (I), defined relative to the social distance (D) between him and Keith and his power over Keith (P).

Moreover, Japanese social etiquette in such situations demands that the Speaker (the one who created the discomfort) not the Hearer find a way to manoeuvre out of the created unpleasantness. Smoothing over such social gaffes is most easily achieved by simply changing the subject and pretending the original question had not been uttered. Concomitantly, the Hearer (although it was to him that the question had been directed) is absolved of any commitment to respond; his lack of ‘cooperation’ is considered justified due to the inappropriateness of the question and his relationship to the Speaker.

Clearly, then, Mr. Okada, from the principles of his social etiquette, was not required to respond any further than he did. In fact, the ambivalent message conveyed in his usage of ‘hai’ was almost certainly calculated to affect a purposeful end, namely, to have the Speaker, Keith, assess the appropriateness of his question with the hope that by doing so he would change his ‘behaviour’.

From a Japanese perspective, Okada’s seemingly uncooperative response was culturally permissible, given his social rights as a power figure in the proceedings.

My strategy, on the other hand, one that proved inappropriate to the situation, was to take a typical Westerner’s assertive approach to the impasse; that is, try the question again in another manner in the hope of succeeding. This could have meant rephrasing the question or framing it in more polite, less threatening terms. In the interview, I advised Keith to try again using Japanese, thinking naively that by pushing the issue Keith would have his question answered.

Let us now interpret Okada’s ‘hai’ response according to each of Grice’s four maxims:

**Quantity**

The single word ‘hai’ followed by prolonged silence and dismissive body language I initially interpreted as uncooperative behaviour on the part of the Hearer, Okada. No additional information was forthcoming, no explanations given, no attempt made to alleviate the resulting tension; only the scantiest of informational content was given. However, as noted above, this tension was purposeful. Okada felt wronged and, as such, believed it was our responsibility, given the (D), (P) and (I) of the situation, to rectify the wrong. It was at this juncture, however, where our two cultures clashed: Okada felt he was being sufficiently informative, while we felt the question deserved further response.

**Quality and Relation**

As to the Quality and Relation maxims, it can be argued that Mr. Okada followed the Cooperative Principle in giving the response he did. His ‘hai’ response could not be taken as false, nor could it be considered irrelevant to the situation.

**Manner**

From my then uninformed cross-cultural perspective, Okada’s reply seemed wholly ambiguous. While the propositional content of his verbal response seemed to say to Keith, “Yes, you may indeed ask about the salary conditions of the position”, the body language and silence which accompanied it, and thus his reply’s intended illocutionary force, demanded that the opposite conclusion be drawn.

From my naive viewpoint, the verbal and non-language elements of Okada’s response were at odds. I thus wrongly concluded that the utterance violated Grice’s fourth maxim. For Okada and Keith, on the other hand, both of whom recognized the illocutionary force of the utterance, no ambiguity nor obscurity of expression would have been evident. Through his indirectness, Okada was able to maintain the level of politeness required of the situation, while, at the same time, signalling his displeasure — the intention
of which was to effect a change in Keith’s behaviour.

Clearly, then, Okada exploited the Quantity maxim through *implicature*. He opted out of the Cooperative Principle, deliberately violating it to convey a *pragmatic* meaning that transcended its literal *semantic* meaning. Although the three of us shared a common language system, Keith and I had to bring our knowledge of Japanese social roles and relationships to bear on the situation, constructing a sequence of inferences from Okada’s ambiguous utterance in an attempt to render it ‘cooperative’; that is, we had to make a leap from *form* to *function* as we went about constructing a discourse that was both meaningful and coherent. Obviously, Okada did not intend us to take his utterance at face value; only through inference were we able to arrive at the intended meaning.

Okada’s intent also lends support to Scollon and Scollon’s (1983) notion that “simultaneous with the basic message is a metamessage” (p. 159), in this case resulting in a tension between the cooperative and politeness principles. By responding with a simple ‘hai’, Okada acknowledged that he had heard what Keith had said—a response aimed at maintaining the required level of social politeness. At the same time he was clearly showing his refusal to answer the question, leaving us the task to figure out the metamessage *why*. And clearly, our confusion was not with the *what* of the utterance but its *why*. As Scollon and Scollon (1983) aptly phrase it, we were left “untangling the interwoven strands of message and metamessage.” (p. 159)

Turning briefly again to the issue of politeness, the distance and power relationship between Okada and Keith demanded that Okada be left relatively free from imposition in dealing with his interviewee. Out of respect for Okada’s (the Hearer’s) *negative face*, it was necessary for Keith to advance his imposition with care. However, his question did not give Okada a way out — hence, the need, from Okada’s viewpoint, for an ambiguous response. Okada’s taciturnity was a reminder to us of the distance and power dynamics involved — an asymmetrical relationship requiring deference by the subordinate members. As Scollon and Scollon (1983) note, problems often arise between cultures when “…one party had assumed solidarity politeness while the other had assumed deference politeness as the appropriate set of strategies for interaction.” (p. 185) The tendency of some Westerner’s to treat everyone, despite their social status, informally often backfires in cultures, like Japan’s, where codes of conduct are clearly defined and ritualistic behaviour honoured. Respect for this issue, that of deference, is where I stumbled when asking Keith to repeat his question in Japanese; on the other hand, it was where Keith’s deeper understanding of the culture served him well. Misreading the situation, I assumed solidarity politeness; Keith more wisely, deference politeness — the latter, of course, proving the more appropriate strategy for the occasion.

**Notes**

1. The names, Okada and Keith, have been fictionalized.

**References**


The IATEFL 2000 Conference Reviewed

Joseph Dias, Kitasato University
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The 34th International IATEFL Annual Conference was held at the Burlington Hotel in the heart of Dublin between the 27th and the 31st of March 2000. Given the quality of the presentations on offer, it was not only the Guinness that went down well over the five days. Aside from a host of social events, which included traditional Irish music, jazz poetry by Carolyn Graham, an Irish ceili and a talk by James Joyce’s nephew, there was also an array of presentations, posters and exhibits to tempt participants. The following are a sample of some of the academic presentations on offer.

Are we making the most of ourselves?
Title of talk: Making the most of yourself
Presenter: Alan Maley (Assumption University, Thailand)

With his distinguished white beard, flowing tunic, and air of self-possession, Alan Maley comes across as someone between scholar and guru, with a dash of latent Timothy Leary-like anti-establishmentarianism. Having attended a number of his talks in the States, Thailand, Japan, and Malaysia, I anticipated a presentation that would make no attempt to dazzle, presented by a man who, with his quiet dignity, has the ability to draw large audiences. Dublin was no exception: That is exactly what the attentive audience got.

Maley’s talk was based on his observation that teachers receive little or no training in how to present themselves effectively in the classroom and his feeling that this situation was in need of remedy. The presentation was billed as “Focusing on the six Ps of presentations: Preparation, Purpose, Presentation skills, Presence, Personality and Passion.” However, these were not covered in a systematic or thorough way. Having once been approached by Mr. Maley in a presenter’s room minutes before one of his talks with a request for OHP film, my impression is that he takes a seat-of-the-pants approach to presentations, altering his talk’s content and delivery according to the vagaries of audience response. It seems to work for him due to his wealth of experience, knowledge and engaging manner.

Maley began by reminding the audience that the usual conception of what teachers bring to the classroom includes knowledge, skills and attitude, with the focus, in recent years, increasingly falling on the third of these. In other words, there has been a shift from the question of ‘what’ to ‘why.’ Another tripartite system for understanding the role of teachers is by thinking of materials, students and teachers as being the three critical components. He believes that after years of interest in student-centeredness, there is now a shift towards the teacher and what he/she can bring to the learning process. Maley contends, and few would challenge this contention, that we may not be actualizing as much of our potential as teachers as possible. When we teach, we do not leave behind our personalities, beliefs, emotions, culture, etc. His presentation centered on the simple truth that “we are what we teach.” The more awareness we have of who we are, the more effective we can be as teachers. He presented a useful OHP (Figure 1: Did he borrow the film minutes before? Perhaps we’ll never know?) with a circle in the middle representing “self.” Radiating from it were the abundant qualities and factors that contribute to its formation. Maley spoke at length on voice and beliefs, as he felt these have been areas of greatest neglect. (A new book by Maley is entitled The Language Teacher’s Voice).

The one audience participation activity that was offered involved having the participants dis-
cuss the qualities of a particular teacher who had made the biggest impact on them. The most emotional 'testimonial' was made by a woman from Sri Lanka whose teacher beat her regularly!! I thought of my dear Italian teacher, Father Spolini, who had a flair for motivating hormone-laced teenage boys by beginning his courses with the revelation that Italians put sex into EVERYTHING—even their nouns. I felt sad that my partner could not think of a single teacher who made a significant impact on her life. I suppose it wasn’t surprising that she was no longer a teacher and now worked as a school administrator.

I’ve often felt that by his example as a presenter, Alan Maley has more to say about teaching than anything in particular he speaks about. The audience is never quite sure what he is going to say next and, at times, his spontaneity puts him in compromising positions, as it did when he made remarks—clearly perceived as being sexist by many audience members—about ‘overly made-up and dressed’ female teachers he encountered in his own school days and squeaky-voiced Thai in-service teachers, his present charges. Yes, he is a teacher and a hu-

man being—prejudices and all. Should he hide them? Should we?

Are you ready to let your students shine?

Title of Talk: Romeo and Juliet: the original TEF

couple?

Presenter: Matt Wicks (Bell Educational Trust, England)

In a particularly practical presentation, Matt Wicks introduced a drama project aimed initially at 12-16 year olds in an EFL context. ‘Romeo and Juliet: the original TEF couple?’ offered a representative sample from his forthcoming photocopiable resource book, ‘Imaginative Projects’ (out in July 2000, CUP). It proved a good balance between audience participation and an outlining of his project approach.

Wicks began by presenting a video clip from his Portuguese teenagers performing their versions of Shakespeare. He then involved half of the twenty or so participants at his workshop in a warm-up activity he had used with his students involving a quick-fire questions and answers drill that introduced the play’s protagonists. At the beginning, a few reluctant smiles of the “OK,

Figure 1: Making the most of yourself
so we’re gonna be the students again” variety could be seen among the back tier of the two groups we had been divided into. However, they soon mellowed as Matt confidently choreographed the entire room through a couple of creative activities from his soon to be published book.

The fifty-minute session was a high-energy demonstration of activities that no doubt worked just as well in Matt’s classes as they did with us. Watching clips of the enthusiastic teenagers perform their own unique version of Romeo and Juliet confirmed this. They had written and produced the entire script using Matt as a resource to assist them. That they truly ‘owned’ the project was amply demonstrated by the humorous and culturally localized anecdotes they had woven into the original story.

The questions that Matt answered from the floor towards the end of his session clearly showed that many participants were keen to try out the project for themselves. One important point that came out of this period was that the project had made space in the classroom for multiple types of learning and learners. One example of this was of a quiet, shy student (the likes of which we all know) who got enthusiastically involved in the performance in a ‘behind-the-scenes’ production role.

Just like our students, we teachers slot in somewhere along the introvert-extrovert continuum, and the way we tailor our courses reflects this reality. Matt Wicks certainly fell somewhere to the far right of that line but was still able to show us that projects have a place in any syllabus that aims to be inclusive and promote self-directed learning. Is there a lesson here? Of course, there always is, and maybe it goes something like this: Trust your students. Give them a little space to shine. What they are capable of producing might just blow you away!

The future of testing?

Title of Talk: Test of Interactive English: testing without tears.

Presenter: Gronia De Verdon Geeney (Freelance, Ireland).

The two following conference sessions on testing, evaluation, and assessment offered revolutionary ideas that got my research juices flowing. The first introduced the oral component of a test that has just been launched in Ireland as an alternative to tests such as the Cambridge suite, TOEFL, and TOEIC. A couple of features help to bring this test in line with current classroom practice. First, it is interactive in that it includes two or three students and two examiners, one of which participates in the interaction and plays a role in controlling the pace of the test. Another important feature of the test is the element of portfolio assessment. To prepare for the test, candidates are told to research a mini-project on a topic of their choice, read one book, and follow one news story in both printed and spoken form. They are also required to keep a log of these tasks. The 30-35 minute test follows a similar pattern, beginning with the examiner asking one of the students to talk about his research project. The examinee takes about 5 minutes to accomplish this task, and then the other participants and the interlocutor ask the examinee questions about his research. Next, the interlocutor asks one of the other examinees to take 5 minutes to talk about the book he has read, followed by questions from the others. The final examinee is asked to take about 5 minutes to talk about his/her prepared news story. Again, this is followed by questions. Finally, the test concludes with a decision-making task based on authentic and locally relevant materials provided by the instructor, and a follow-up discussion based on the tasks completed by each examinee and on the decision-making task.

The presenter reported that examinees have reacted very positively to this exciting and innovative test format. She stated that most importantly the examinees like the idea of being tested on topics that they have chosen. The washback effect could also be positive since the performance-based test requires students to study authentic language topically and holistically. However, having two trained examiners is no doubt costly, and so far there is a lack of quantitative evidence demonstrating the test’s reliability.

This evidence should be available soon; the presenter was excited to announce that in April 2000, the Irish Department of Education and Science had agreed to allocate funds for the test for three years to get the project started.
Re-evaluating self-assessment

Title of Talk: How do employers and higher education value self-assessment?

Presenter: Kari Smith (Oranim Coll. Of Teacher Educ., Israel).

In another innovative session on testing, Kari Smith introduced a new way of considering validity which she termed ‘user validity’. In her small-scale research, she interviewed four representatives of university entrance committees and four employers from various locations in Israel to consider how they value self-assessment compared with teacher and external assessment. Her exploratory research found that both employers and higher education institutions are reluctant to use self-assessment alone, but both groups felt it could provide valuable information when coupled with other types of assessment.

Employers also felt that self-assessment revealed a lot about the personality of the individual, which was helpful when making hiring decisions.

In regard to the importance of training an individual to self-assess, both employers and educators agreed that it should start from school age. However, personality still has an effect even when careful training has taken place.

Educators also stated that self-assessment should not be a part of high stakes assessment. Interestingly, when asked to assess their own language proficiency, the subjects in the study (both employers and educators) felt that their own self-assessment was a better measuring stick than that of an external examination or teacher evaluation.

The presenter suggested that this apparent contradiction could be explained by the fact that the employers’ and educators’ self-assessments had no repercussions on decision-making, and therefore they could be honest in their own self-assessment. On the other hand, a person applying for a job or trying to get accepted at a university might not be completely honest about his or her proficiency because of the importance of the decision.

A number of valuable insights regarding the worth and uses of self-assessment were brought up in this presentation which should be further investigated in various contexts. If these findings can be confirmed, it might be interesting to see if a way can be devised so that self-assessment can be effectively utilized when high stakes decisions are involved.

Video in ESP (medical)

Title of Talk: Conversation analysis in ESP courses.

Presenter: Joseph Dias (Kitasato University, Japan).

Video is becoming an almost standard feature of ESL/EFL course books. However, even those billed as authentic can be disappointingly stilted. There is also the problem that although video courses for general English abound, video materials for more specialized purposes are relatively rare. The presenter explained his solution to the lack of appropriate audiovisual resources in his area, medical ESP: he made his own. Although this may not seem feasible to many people due to logistical restraints, the speaker showed how obstacles could be overcome if the task is approached in small steps.

He laid the groundwork for shooting the videos by getting the cooperation of general practitioners in the States and Britain. They consented to having a day’s worth of their consultations videotaped—of course, subject to the informed consent of patients. The speaker demonstrated how the videotaped consultations were made accessible and comprehensible by fitting conversation analytic-inspired tasks to them. Dias characterized conversation analysis (CA) as a way of looking at communication sequentially, usually, by audiotaping or videotaping naturally occurring events, creating ‘close’ transcriptions, and discovering interactional features that are salient and relevant to an issue of interest. Giving an example of the value CA might have for medical practitioners, and their teachers, he noted Paul ten Have’s observation (which he makes in his article “Doctor-Patient Interaction Reconsidered”) that although “Oh” is common in informal conversation, it is rare in the speech of professionals (such as GPs) when they are speaking with patients. This is important because its use signals to the other party that a message has been received and acknowledged. Therefore, its absence may be a sign of trouble. In the process of transcribing and analyzing consultations between physicians and patients, Dias
was able to lead students to discover how such abstract concepts as ‘client participation’, ‘patient power’, ‘user direction’ and ‘patient-centred health care’ manifest themselves at a practical level (by focusing on such seemingly trivial features of talk as occurrences of “Oh.”).

Although the talk seemed to have been intended to inspire teachers dissatisfied with commercially produced video materials to make more relevant ones themselves and develop creative uses for them, it was clear during the question/answer period that this was a very tall order for most time-strapped teachers. The most burning question was: Do you plan to create a commercially available medical ESP video course? His announcement that he had no such intention was greeted with disappointment.

**Meaning and form. What’s it all about?**

**Title of Talk:** Language using, language learning.

**Presenter:** Bob Batstone (Institute of Education, England).

Two presentations offered critical perspectives on the meaning-form dichotomy, raising questions of how best to combine linguistic accuracy and fluency. They addressed questions of both terminology and methodology concerning task and focus on form, both of which in recent years have become important terms in pedagogic debate.

In his presentation ‘Language using, language learning’ Rob Batstone criticised task-based methodology for failing to promote learners’ accuracy and interlanguage development. The data he presented for discussion demonstrated how a typical meaning-oriented task, such as asking small groups to decide ‘Who should be thrown out of the balloon in order to save others?’ tended to result in ungrammaticalised lexis and pidginised learner discourse as learners were engaged primarily in communicating meaning. He suggested that this is because learners cannot cope with the attentional load of attending to content and form at the same time, especially when the task is a complex one. The data he presented was of two ESL learners (one a Swiss female, the other a Brazilian male) who were asked to discuss a set of tragic, but extremely hypothetical, events and come to some agreement as to who was to blame for the outcome. The audience was invited to reflect on this data and offer opinions. It was suggested that the learners’ reluctance to try and jointly co-construct more sophisticated discourse was partly due to the gender, nationality, cultural and proficiency differences. While accepting this, Batstone argued that involving learners in this kind of ‘free-wheeling discourse’ was not enough to stretch their language skills, and that they need to be encouraged to think consciously about developing their own interlanguage prior to undertaking the task. There was little time remaining to go into how this might be achieved, however, any prior focus on grammar, phrases, or vocabulary which was to be incorporated into the task output would, one imagines, have a considerable trade-off in terms of degree of fluency.

**Title of Talk:** Focus on form: a meaningless term?

**Presenter:** Anthony Bruton (University of Seville, Spain).

Anthony Bruton’s presentation focused on a construct which has recently been put forward as being an essential component of Task-Based Language Teaching (TBLT): focus on form. The distinction between focus on form (FonF) and focus on formS is one attributed to Michael Long. Focus on formS essentially involves using a prescriptive grammar-based syllabus and therefore is a proactive method of giving attention to grammatical form. Focus on form tends to be reactive and done in the context of communicative interaction, and is triggered by communicative breakdown. Bruton outlined the rather nebulous distinction between the two terms, suggesting it to be practically meaningless. He also cited this as a general criticism of the lack of terminological rigor in theoretical discussions. Furthermore, he suggested that the recent collection of papers expounding the benefits of focus on form, edited by Doughty and Williams was a rather cynical attempt by academic buddies to piece together under one theme what were essentially very different perspectives on the role of grammar in language teaching. He suggested that many academics are far too eager to jump on any theoretical bandwagon that offers publish...
ing opportunities. However, the main question concerning explicit and implicit instruction still remains: does form-focused instruction, regardless of its terminological disguise, result in promoting language acquisition? As with so much theoretical debate behind our profession these days the old cliché still rings true: the jury is still out.

To continue in a proverbial vein: coming away from the presentation I was left with the reminder that while as practising teachers we should consider the valuable support of research and theory, we should not be duped into partaking of ‘old wine in new skins’ or expect easy solutions to complex problems. Mary Ruane (see below) reinforced this message in the final plenary session.

**Negotiating the Path**

**Title of Talk:** Seeking and shaping change in language learning environments.

**Presenter:** Mary Ruane (University College Dublin)

Mary Ruane set a suitably reflective tone for the final plenary of the conference. The audience was asked to consider whether the various methods many of us are apt to embrace (sometimes unkindly referred to as the ‘methods fetish’) in our genuine desire to be better teachers, could ever really provide the answers to the problems we seek to address. She cautioned us to remember that these methods can be used to give the impression that great things are happening, whereas in reality there is no panacea, no silver bullet. Rather, she continued, what we have to do is take ownership of our problems and by doing so move forward and improve. In this movement or ‘journey’ that our careers become we need a goal, Ruane reasoned. Carrying the metaphor further in a manner most teachers can surely identify with, she said that on that journey we have no map and are therefore constantly inventing and reinventing our goals as we go along.

Once again returning to the phrase ‘ownership’ to address the question of our place within the institutions we work at, Ruane talked of the various ‘visions’ that might exist within these educational establishments and how many of them have been applied or imposed on others by one individual or group. She warned that real vision and deep planning could only come later, when there is deep ownership of a project. She therefore called for us to help reculture rather than attempt to restructure our workplaces.

Drawing on an old proverb that we all know to be a truism but often forget in our daily lives, the softly spoken but powerful speaker from Dublin’s own University College (UCD) reminded us simply that ‘good fences make good neighbors’. A fitting end to a gathering in the name of improvement: growth within ourselves that must ultimately trickle-down to our students, and progress that should also seep deep into the structures that support us on our journeys.

Perhaps this profession that we have all chosen (or fallen into) is one particularly conducive to encouraging the journey of self-discovery that Ruane spoke of. If so, it may be useful to reflect upon her message that there are no universal answers to the challenges we meet in our life and work, but rather “it is the walk that makes the path and not the path that makes the walk.”
For teachers living abroad, pursuing an advanced degree can be a complicated process. Trying to decide whether to study by distance or on-campus is difficult enough. The effort is further compounded by financial concerns, time constraints and trying to determine the quality of schools you may never have heard of. In addition to providing a list of educational opportunities, this issue’s Professional Development Page will deal with some of the more common questions regarding distance and on-campus education for teachers living abroad.

The following information is in no way exhaustive. CUE members are advised to thoroughly review any program before considering it. Information about distance degrees was obtained from James P. Duffy’s *How to Earn an Advanced Degree without Going to Graduate School*. Information about individual programs was obtained from program catalogs and the websites listed.

**Are Distance Programs as Good as Their On-Campus Counterparts?**

While the quality of individual distance programs varies, misinformation about distance education in general abounds. During a recent on-line discussion about distance education at ELTASIA in which I participated, one teaching professional said he would consider an A-average distance student about the same as a B-average on-campus student. Many of his reasons for this belief revolved around the genuine disadvantages of distance learning including lack of teacher/student interaction and limited access to research materials. In addition, however, he supported his argument with some of the more common fallacies about distance programs: primarily that the degrees awarded are different from on-campus ones and that the requirements are easier.

The truth is that requirements and course work for reputable distance programs are usually either identical to or derived from the on-campus programs. The distance degree programs of accredited schools (North America) and schools with Royal Charters (UK) come under the same scrutiny as the other programs the school offers (more about accreditation and royal charters later) and must meet the same standards. The degrees awarded are exactly the same as those awarded to on-campus students. Degrees obtained through a distance program do not say ‘distance degree’ on them.

Another common fallacy is that distance programs, like extension programs or continuing education programs (which usually award certificates, not degrees), are separate from the university. While distance programs might have a special office or department to deal only with their students, the programs themselves are not separate from the university. They are usually included within the school or department that is awarding the degree (i.e. the School of Education, the Humanities Department).

If the program that you are considering is not part of a university, not from an accredited school, awards a degree that says distance on it, or seems to have reduced requirements, investigate further. There’s a good chance that it is not the kind of degree you are looking for.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL</th>
<th>DEGREES/CERT. OFFERED</th>
<th>COST</th>
<th>DISTANCE OR ON-CAMPUS?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australian TESOL Training Centre, Sydney</td>
<td>CELTA/DELTA</td>
<td>A$3,750 (A$460,000)</td>
<td>On-Campus Australian / 4 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles University, Bologna</td>
<td>M.A. TESOL</td>
<td>€2,500 (€360,000)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pomona University, New York</td>
<td>M.A. in Language and Society</td>
<td>€2,500 (€360,000)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Illinois, Chicago</td>
<td>M.A. TESOL</td>
<td>$3,500 (US$460,000)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Reading, UK</td>
<td>M.A. TESOL, M.A. TESOL</td>
<td>£2,000 (UK£360,000)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Manchester, UK</td>
<td>M.A. in Language (TESOL)</td>
<td>£2,500 (UK£360,000)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Southern Queensland</td>
<td>M.A. TESOL, M.Ed., M.A. in Ed.</td>
<td>A$5,363 (A$770,000)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of the West Coast, CA</td>
<td>M.A. TESOL</td>
<td>$2,500 (US$360,000)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Victoria, Australia</td>
<td>M.A. TESOL</td>
<td>£2,000 (UK£360,000)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Melbourne, Australia</td>
<td>M.A. TESOL</td>
<td>£2,500 (UK£360,000)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Sheffield, UK</td>
<td>M.A. TESOL</td>
<td>£2,000 (UK£360,000)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Southern Queensland</td>
<td>M.A. in Language (TESOL)</td>
<td>A$5,363 (A$770,000)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Technology, Tokyo</td>
<td>M.A. in Language (TESOL)</td>
<td>£2,500 (UK£360,000)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Western Australia, Australia</td>
<td>M.A. TESOL</td>
<td>£2,000 (UK£360,000)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Western Australia, Australia</td>
<td>M.A. TESOL</td>
<td>£2,500 (UK£360,000)</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Information:
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What are the Advantages and Disadvantages of Distance versus On-Campus Programs?

Though the degree awarded and the material studied may be the same, learning by distance and learning on-campus differ significantly. Studying in isolation without the ability to easily question peers and professors regarding course material might be considered the most significant disadvantage of distant study. On-campus students have the benefit of regular discourse with instructors who are often working professionals in their fields (for example: Leslie Beebe, Rebecca Oxford, and Ted Rogers at Columbia in Tokyo) and can therefore offer both theoretical and practical advice.

Other disadvantages for distance learners include lack of a supervised teaching practicum, limited feedback, and, depending on the area the students live in, limited (or non-existent) access to necessary research materials. Students on campus have access to school libraries and other resources as well as a staff network that can assist in acquiring necessary materials.

Some programs such as University of Birmingham’s MA in TEFL, offered in association with David English House, try to combat the disadvantages of distance study by putting students in touch with local tutors and networking them with other students in the program.

For the working teacher, the most significant advantage of distance study is the flexibility. With no classes to attend, the distance learner can arrange the completion of his or her degree around an established or changing work schedule. In addition, for those living outside major cities, distance education may be the only option: there are limited on-campus choices in Japan. Other advantages include being able to work at your own pace and a larger pool of schools to choose from, which increases options regarding the kind of degree, the area of study, and the price.

While presumably the actual completion of on-campus and distance programs require similar effort on the part of the student, distance learners must be independent and able to motivate themselves to complete course work without outside reminders. Some distance students find it easy to fall behind in course work because of the lack of the traditional term/semester structure.

How do I Know If a School is Legitimate?

Accreditation and Royal Charters

One of the reasons that distance education may be regarded with some suspicion (especially in North America) is that it is associated with mail-order degrees that require little or no course work. When exploring North American schools students should look for accredited institutions that have both on-campus and distance programs. The accreditation system is complicated and there are many different accreditation boards. To further complicate things, some schools create their own accreditation boards to approve their own programs. Accreditation doesn’t guarantee a good school, and lack of accreditation doesn’t guarantee a bad one, but accreditation is the general standard for choosing a reputable school. When dealing with a completely unknown school, it is best to ask specifically by whom they are accredited, and to check a list of standard accreditation boards (a good list can be found in James Duffy’s book).

The systems in the UK, Australia, and Canada are similar to each other and much simpler than accreditation. The title ‘university’ is, in itself, an accreditation. UK universities have what is called a Royal Charter, which gives them the authority to award degrees. In England, the Quality Assurance Agency of the Higher Education Funding Council assesses and grades the quality of each discipline offered by universities. If a course or a set of courses receive a failing grade, they must be improved in order to continue (Information provided by Clare Furneaux of Reading University). Canada and Australia have similar quality assurance agencies. It is usually possible to find out what rating the school received during its last review. Programs that received high marks will usually include this as a selling point in their brochures or on their websites.

Certificates and Diplomas

We have included information about Cambridge certificates and diplomas on our list for those who might have a MA in a related field but want to get specific TEFL training in order to improve their credentials.

P.h.D and Ed.D

In most cases those already working in college and university possess a Master’s degree. Though a number of good Master’s programs in TEFL are available to those living in Japan there are a limited number of options for those who wish to pursue higher degrees. We have included as many as possible. If you are currently pursuing a higher degree or know of a program not listed here, please
let us know about them so that we may include it in the next issue for other CUE members. Some universities where distance or reduced residency Ph.D / Ed.D study may be possible but for which we were unable to get any detailed information about are Nova University (US), U. Of Hawaii at Manoa (US), York University (UK), Open University (UK), and Macquarie University (Aus).

Contact Information

GRE (Graduation Record Examination) test centres are in Fukuoka, Hiroshima, Osaka, Sapporo, Sendai, and Tokyo. Tel: 03-3263-5001; Fax 03-3260-2387; Website: http://www.gre.org

Australian IESOL Training Centre 237 Oxford Street, Bondi Junction, NSW 2022, Australia. Website: http://www.acu.edu.au/itic

SIT School for International Training, Kipling Road, P.O. Box 676, Brattleboro, Vermont, 05302-0676 USA. Website: http://www.sit.edu; E-mail: tesolcert@sit.edu

University Of Chicago Tel: 03-3359-9621; Website: http://humanities.uchicago.edu/humanities/japan

University of Manchester Faculty of Education, Oxford Road, Manchester, England, M13 9PL. Tel: +44 (0)161 275 3467; Fax: +44 (0)161 275 3468; E-mail: CELSE@man.ac.uk; Website: http://www.man.ac.uk/CELSE

Columbia University, Teachers College Tel: 03-5325-6305; Fax: 03-5325-6306; E-mail: info@tc-japan.edu; Website: http://www.tc-japan.edu

Temple University Tel: 0120-86-1026; tuinfo@tul.ac.jp; Website: http://www.tul.ac.jp/; TUT, Tokyo Center, Graduate College of Education, 2-8-12 Minami Azabu, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-0047. Tel: 03-5441-9842; Fax: 03-5441-9822. Osaka Tel: 06-6577-1277; Fax: 06-6577-1281. Fukuoka Tel: 092-781-7410; Fax: 092-712-4232.

Aston University Website: http://www.ves.rowan.ac.uk/tai Tokyo contact: Christopher Gallagher Tel: 0422-33-3392; Fax: 0422-33-3500. Nagoya contact: Katsuhiko Namekawa Tel: 052-732-4660; Fax: 052-732-4691; E-mail: katsuhiko@astou.or.jp or Brian McNeill, Tel/fax: 052-834-1362; E-mail: bmcneill@spice.or.jp

California State University at Dominguez Hills SAC 2-2126, 1000 E. Victoria St., Carson, Ca. 90747 USA. Website: http://www.csudh.edu/ttaa/

Deskin University Website: http://www.deskin.edu.au/international

Macquarie University Linguistics Department (attn. postgraduate officer), Macquarie University, NSW 2109, Australia. E-mail: linguig@etm.mq.edu.au; Website: http://www.mq.edu.au

The University of Reading The Course Administrator, Centre for Applied Language Studies, P.O. Box 241, Reading RG6 6BH, UK. Website: http://www.rd.ac.uk/acadprof/CEALS/index.html

University of Birmingham David English House, Park St. Bdg. 7-5 Nakamachi, Nakao-ku, Hiroshima City, 730, Tel: 082-244-3633; E-mail: hetm@hux.m esnet.or.jp; Website: http://www.birmingham.ac.uk

University of Sheffield David English House, details above.

University of Leicester Helen Whitfield, Telephone: +44 (0)116 252 3653; E-mail: hwh@lkc.ac.uk; Website: http://www.leicester.ac.uk/education/cours

University of Surrey Tammy Hughes, Telephone: +44 (0)1483 325 9507; E-mail: twhughes@sussex.ac.uk; Website: http://www.surrey.ac.uk/EL/ma.html

University of Southern Queensland Website: http://www.usq.edu.au

Purdue University Admissions, Office of Graduate Studies, School of Education, 1440 Liberal Arts and Education Building, Room 6104, W. Lafayette, IN 47907-1445; Tel: 1-765-494-2345; E-mail: gradoffice@soe.purdue.edu, Website: http://www.soe.purdue.edu/gradoffice

The Fielding Institute (US) Website: http://www.fielding.edu

Research Reports

Publications at Ryukoku University

John Dougill is working on the social context of postwar British films and has written two articles: 'The rise and fall of the English Gentleman' (Ryukoku Bungaku Kenkyu no. 454, 1999) provides an overview of the nineteenth-century code of the gentleman and how this was overthrown in the cultural revolution of the 1960s.

Examples are provided from both literature and film, with the latter part of the article placing British movies of recent years within the framework of post-gentlemanship multiculturalism. The article 'From Gentleman to Angry Man' (Ryukoku Studies in English Language and Literature, 2000) focuses on the British New Wave films of 1955-1963. The mood of the 1950s was captured in an Ealing comedy The Ladykillers (1955), which can be interpreted as a social commentary on the backward-looking values of its time. Thereafter the cultural life of the country was marked by discontent with the status quo, led by the Angry Young Men movement which found expression in film through socially aware films of working class realism such as Room at the Top (1959). Though out of step with the nascent youth movement, such films pressaged the revolt of the 1960s through their expression of dissatisfaction with a stifling class system and the repressive code of the gentleman.

Of past papers published at Ryukoku, Simon Rosati's article on Textbooks Revisited (Ryukoku Studies in English Language and Literature, March 1996) is of particular interest. This is an extensive survey of the text materials used at high school, both from the viewpoint of language and cultural content. 'The textbooks have improved considerably, in every respect,' the author concludes. 'It used to be easy to find serious grammatical and lexical errors, but now there are fewer.'

Communicative textbooks can now be found, and translation is in partial retreat. Overt propaganda about Japanese uniqueness (miscarability?) is all but gone. There is a considerable quantity of interesting and enlightened material. But there is still some way to go.'

For further information, please contact John Dougill <dougill@msbox.kyoto-u-net.ac.jp>
Though my students were moved by "We Are the World"'s message of hope and contribution to humanity, repeated viewings led me to see it in a different light. Subtle cultural confrontation revealed itself amidst this amalgamation of forty-five artists singing to fight hunger in Africa. Juxtapositions of blacks and whites are scattered throughout the video, and as a result I saw examples of how dominant and minority cultures cope when forced to interact.

Culture in competition is a well explored issue. Language is a deceptively gentle vehicle that allows classes in power to oppress. Shannon (1995) reveals linguistic oppression of Mexican Americans in her case study of a classroom of a bilingual classroom. Heath (1983) and Delpit (1988) write of the linguistic and paralinguistic barriers black children must overcome in order to progress academically. Ogbu (1995) discusses how minorities, particularly blacks, get caught in a cycle of learned helplessness. Perhaps most relevant to readers of this article, Pennycook (1994) writes of the spread of English as veiled imperialism, and asserts that the English teaching profession is a perpetuation of colonialism. In this article, I hope to heighten the reader's sensitivity to the subtleties of how power relationships play themselves out linguistically through critical analysis of a popular music video.

"We Are the World", narrated by Jane Fonda, leads the viewer through the three distinct recording sessions that resulted in the pop song. In the first session, Micheal Jackson, Quincy Jones, Stevie Wonder, and Lionel Richie gathered to compose; in the second, forty-five celebrity artists are recorded singing solos and in chorus; and in the third, the recordings were compiled, edited and touched up to produce the final version. Although numerous white celebrities contributed their voices to the project, it was an almost completely black team who made the song, and who later invited other artists to lend their voices to it. The resulting assembly has blacks running the show, with whites put in an unfamiliar position of subservience.

I came to see the group gathered for the second recording session as a micro society: the forty-five artists invited are personifications of subsegments of American society, and here they must harmonize and sing. Though none of the artists involved could be accused of bigotry, cultural habits result in subtle and unconscious domineering behavior.

In the United States, where racism is disdained, it persists camouflaged. One of the strongest camouflaging agents is language: words often demarcate lines between 'us' and 'them'. During the singing rehearsal, as the camera cut from white face to white face, artists came to a consensus to change the lyrics. They wanted the ‘better’ in the verse “we are the ones who make a better day, just you and me” changed to ‘brighter’.

‘Better’ is clearly the superior word in the context of the song and its cause, but this group of linguistically nimble stars chose ‘brighter’. The majority awareness should have been high enough to realize that the last thing one should wish upon the starving and sun-parched of Ethiopia is ‘brightness’. This word at best conveys superficial exuberance and at worst, irritating illumination. As Stevie Wonder put it, “‘Better’ has more bite.” The change in the lyrics happened almost immediately after rehearsal began, an instant rebuke to the writers and hosts.

Shortly after, co-writer Micheal Jackson was snubbed when his proposal to integrate a short chorus in an Ethiopian language was brusquely disregarded. Other instances of whites behaving inappropriately in the video abound for the sensitive viewer.

Choosing ‘brighter’ over ‘better’, and choosing not to sing a few verses in the language of the song’s beneficiaries are two instances of insensitivity as people unconsciously clannned to-
gether, entwined by the thin veil of language.

The choices mentioned above could be viewed as subtle assertions of the status quo. Without making any clear racist statement, the "Brighter Coalition" established its dominance with an oppressive underlying message: "OK, you black guys wrote this song, and now you're coralling us around to sing it, but we know what's right and 'brighter' is the word we're singing. And you can just forget about us singing in some African tongue, our language, English, is the language of the world."

Perhaps I am taking too big a leap, and some might say this is an inconsequential instance, but a similar line of analysis showed how language usage in Scholastic Aptitude Test in the United States favoured students of the white middle class in the college admissions process. Linguistic chauvinism is an integral part of the Darwinistic competition that occurs between cultures.

A different version of this phenomenon is played out internationally. I have an opportunity to make English teaching my profession because my mother tongue happens to be the one used by the world's most powerful nations. Many of my students feel that their career advancement depends on their ability to speak a language that I learned without effort.

It is my hope that the reader has been made more sensitive to this mechanism. As English teachers, we must be responsible examples of users of our language, and explore the complexities and paradoxes of our privilege.

References


Heroes and Drama: A Second Application for English Language Learning

Jim Corbett, Pusan Teacher Training Center, S. Korea

Class Information

I taught this lesson six times during a three-week workshop. Each class consisted of eight or nine middle and high school Korean English teachers whose speaking level ranged from intermediate to advanced.

Background Information

In my previous article, I provided techniques for combining drama and literature in an English class using a scene from Oliver Twist as a guide. Since that lesson succeeded in generating meaningful interaction, I considered possibilities in combining drama with other subjects. When a trainee suggested using short skits about famous people to teach English, I developed this lesson on Terry Fox, an amputee who ran halfway across Canada to raise money for cancer research. The lesson begins with simple exercises on vocabulary and concludes with dramatic interpretations of specific events in Terry's life.

Lesson Plan

Warm Up

The teacher begins by eliciting names of famous people. Groups make a list of adjectives that describe a hero. After a discussing some of the adjectives with the class, the teacher explains that the theme of the lesson will be a hero named Terry Fox.

Development Activity 1

Partners discuss the meanings of these eight words by filling in the blanks:

- suffering
- artificial
- Hope
- lungs
- tumour
- amputated
- marathon
- donations

Terry Fox was an energetic teenager who played many sports but in 1977, doctors discovered a cancerous _______ in his right leg. Terry's leg was _______ above his knee to stop the cancer from spreading. While in the hospital, he was so moved by the _______ of other patients that he decided to run across Canada to raise money for cancer research. Terry regained his strength by pushing his wheelchair up steep mountains day after day. In 1979 he began training for his cross-country _______. The Marathon of _______ began in St. John's, Newfoundland on April 12, 1980 and ended in Thunder Bay, Ontario on September 1, 1980 when cancer spread to Terry's _______. Although he did not make it across Canada, he ran 5300km through six provinces and collected _______ totalling almost $25 million. Terry had dreamed of raising one dollar from every Canadian and the population at the time was 25 million. The Annual Terry Fox Run for cancer research is now held in more than 60 countries.

Development Activity 2

Groups select three events from the following timeline and rank the dates with number one as the most important and number three as the least important. The groups will explain their choices to the class.

*March 9, 1977: Terry gets a cancerous tumour in his right leg and his leg is amputated above the knee.

*April 12, 1980: In St. John's, Terry begins his Marathon of Hope by dipping his artificial leg into the Atlantic Ocean.
*February 1, 1981: The population of Canada is 24 million. Terry's dream of raising one dollar from every Canadian is realized as funds from the Marathon of Hope reaches $24.1 million.

*June 28, 1981: Terry Fox dies at the Royal Columbian Hospital.

*September 22, 1996: Over 1,000,000 people from Canada and around the world participate in the Sixteenth Annual Terry Fox Run.

**Development Activity 3**

The teacher explains the reactions of Terry's parents when he first suggested running across Canada. Although Betty, Terry's mother, objected, Rolly, his father, simply said, "When?".

A. The class discusses possible reasons why Terry's parents had different opinions.

B. This role play will help the students understand various attitudes in this issue. Group members of four or five sit in a circle and the teacher assigns character roles like Terry, Betty, Rolly, Darren (Terry's brother), Doug (Terry's best friend), doctors and patients. Terry begins the discussion by introducing his plan to run across Canada and the others respond. The teacher has the students express different opinions by changing the roles several times.

**Dramatic Interpretation**

A. After the discussions, the teacher divides the class into groups of four. Each group must select one of the following scenarios that occurred during the Marathon of Hope.

1. Terry is running down a street when a musician hands him an expensive guitar as a donation.
2. Terry's artificial leg breaks while he is running.
3. Terry is talking to a class at an elementary school.
4. Terry is running through a city when a pee wee baseball team collects donations from spectators and motorists.
5. Terry becomes weak and collapses just outside of Thunder Bay.

B. Each group now selects one of these quotes:

1. "I will never give up on a dream."
2. "Somewhere the hurting must stop."
3. "I just wish people would realize anything is possible."
4. "I promise I won't give up."
5. "I can make it!"

C. Using the scenario from part A as a guide, each group creates an original skit in which Terry Fox says the quote from part B. Everyone in the group must speak and participate in the skit.

**Note:** Since the skits can accommodate many different characters, the number of students in each group can vary depending on the class size.

**Feedback**

Discussions on this lesson generated many imaginative teaching ideas like using scenario 3 in the dramatic interpretation to practice Q and A and performing scenario 5 to reinforce expressions used in emergencies.

The quotes in part B of the drama interpretation reinforce comprehension of the auxiliary verbs "can" and "will". Development activity 3 provides practice in expressing opinions and also includes vocabulary related to family. Many trainees also concluded that in addition to challenging students to communicate clearly and spontaneously, the creativity required for the drama interpretation also sparked enthusiasm in learning a second language.

**Conclusion**

The central theme of my lessons on Oliver Twist and Terry Fox was the lives of individuals. Before experimenting with drama, I assumed that unique events were essential for generating discussions, role plays and skits in an English class but after examining these two lessons, I realized that character development is more important. This is why classic plays like Hamlet and Death of a Salesman revolve around central characters. A letter from a former trainee expressing enthusiasm in my lesson on Terry Fox has inspired me to incorporate more activities related to character development and drama.
Cyberpipeline: Academic and General Information Sources on the Web

Steven Snyder, Kyushu University of Health and Welfare

In the last issue of Cyberpipeline, I mentioned a source for used books through the Internet, here is another one:

Alibris

<www.alibris.com>

Alibris comes highly recommended by one of our CUE members and I can see why. I did a number of test searches and an order and I found that the service is very well organized and easy to use. For the books I looked for, I got a few more items with one service over the other, but I suspect the results will depend upon the type of book you are looking for. In the case of my test searches, it appeared that each service was accessing different collections, so you might try both services when looking for a difficult to find book.

Unlike ABE Book Exchange <www.abe.com>, you don’t have the option of contacting the bookstores yourself, as all orders are processed through Alibris. I have been told that the Alibris shipping is cost effective and very efficient, and cheaper rates are available. Ordering is a straight forward affair: you will encounter a series of secure pages requesting information about you, credit card details and shipping preferences. Like most online booksellers, you can first group your purchases in a “shopping basket,” so you don’t have to process each book separately.

Linguafranca Magazine

<www.linguafranca.com>

What is it?

This is the website of a magazine which calls itself, “the review of academic life.” There are, of course, a large number of periodicals that cater to the specific interests of academia. The periodicals directed at general academic interest are fewer, arguably two of the most notable are The Chronicle of Higher Education and Linguafranca. For those unfamiliar with them, The Chronicle is styled like a newspaper, whereas Linguafranca is very much a magazine. Years ago, I was fighting with everyone else to get my hands on a recent issue of The Chronicle from our library, usually with little success. I even planned on getting my own subscription, until I found out how expensive it was.

I now subscribe to Linguafranca and if you are looking of a source of general happenings in academia let me recommend it to you. The web site is a good way to see if the magazine is for you by checking out some feature articles from previous issues. The Linguafranca website also has very useful links which may be of particular interest to university and college educators.

One section, called “Bookshelf” lists 6 online book stores that specialize in intellectual and hard to find books. Another section of interest is the archive of “Breakthrough Books,” which includes the current issue on “Technology and Higher Education.” There are over 60 archived topics. Of course there are tidbits from the current issue and there is a archive of previously featured articles with some dating back to 1996.

Whereas The Chronicle jobs section <chronicle.com/free/jobs> is a regularly visited site by many of us teaching in Japan, the conference and jobs section at the Linguafranca site is disappointing. There are few entries, and very few of relevance to many On CUE readers, but there are some items which I haven’t seen in other places.
You can subscribe, make inquiries and update your mailing address through the site. Even if you are already a subscriber, the website is still a useful resource.

**Why is it important?**

There is a terrible pull of specialization which haunts all of us working in academia, and separates us from the fast changing developments in other areas of scholarship. Working in relative isolation magnifies the problem. General periodicals like *The Chronicle* and *Linguafranca* not only bring you ideas and information that you’d be hard pressed to get on your own, but they also mold the experience with interesting writing that underlines important connections. Lots of notices and reviews of books, too.

One of the nicest features of the Linguafranca website is the archive of “Breakthrough Books” columns. Breakthrough Books is a regular column in Linguafranca where 6 or more noted scholars in a field not only recommend new books, they say why they recommend them. So, if you feeling that you are falling behind, or you want more intellectual stimulation of a general nature, then this is a excellent place to go.

**Arts and Letters Daily**

<www.cybereditions.com/aldaily>

**What is it?**

If you want to be a bit more active in getting that intellectual stimulation, then the link to The Arts and Letters Daily is something you won’t want to miss. You can find this link on the Linguafranca webpage. The Arts and Letters Daily link is an amazing resource. The website’s motto is “Vertes odit moras,” which at the bottom of the page you learn means “Truth hates delay,” (taken from Sophocles’ *Oedipus*). The page itself looks like the front page of a newspaper with four columns, but it functions as central links page to just about any intellectually stimulating site that is on the web. There are 17 Newspaper links, 11 news services (e.g. Associated Press), 3 major news magazine pages, 55 links to magazine sites, 24 links to sources of book reviews, 29 links to well known columnists, 14 links to Ezines, and a number of other links— and that is just the first of the four columns! The other three columns consist of brief descriptions of online articles, new books, and essays with a link to each item. Some links are updated daily, while others will be there for a longer time. Every possible subject appears, and sometimes it is worth scanning the pages just for the entertainment value. Here are some selected headings from a recent weekend edition,

- “Working with Woody Allen is like holding a puppy. It’s nice, but if you hold on too long he’ll piss all over you…”
- “The future won’t be unrecognisably exotic, says Steven Pinker. For all the dizzying changes that shape history, our stone-age minds remain basically the same…”
- “Nietzsche has long served as a patron saint of postmodern discourse. But wasn’t he really just an aristocrat, obsessed with hierarchy?…”
- “Noam Chomsky’s linguistics has been attacked because it isn’t a science like old-style physics. His critics, he says, don’t understand Newton…”

I followed the link to the Chomsky item and it turned out to be an interview piece by an Italian journalist filled with wonderful insights. Another link to the L.A. Times led to a series of articles about languages in Southern California. An article entitled “Language Enclaves Are Havens, Prisons” claimed that over 120 languages are spoken in the L.A. area. Another article was about brain surgery around language areas in the brain.

The site also has an archive and, though the links are fragile, these older links can prove very informative. Needless to say, this is a site that can best be exploited by those with lots of time on their hands. But even if you have only a little time, this site may prove helpful.

**Why is it important?**

This site is the mother of all news information link pages. But better than other link pages, this one has separated the interesting, the timely, and the valuable from much of the useless mess of the web—it functions as a web digest. To be sure, it has its editorial perspective, and is associated with *Linguafranca*, but that also gives the site much of its value.
CNET Help

What is it?

This is a website devoted to providing help advice and tips for computer users. In the previous issue of Cyberpipeline I wrote about early warning mailing lists for academic books and publications, where you receive titles in advance of the publications. The CNET Help website offers a similar idea for computer users: a number of “tips” mailing lists. The tips are organized by six topic categories: hardware tips, software tips, Internet tips, web building tips, games tips and consumer electronics tips. Within these categories are specific areas for which advice or ideas are given, such as tips for JavaScript, tips for PowerPoint, tips for CD-Recording, tips for Photoshop Pro, tips for Mac OS, etc. Many of the lists address the needs of PC users, but a good number address cross-platform uses. When you subscribe to a particular list, you then receive an email each workday with a single tip included. The messages can be in either text or html format.

Why is it important?

Although mail lists can quickly clog up your mail box, getting small bites of information regularly is a very helpful way to learn about things. This is especially true of the computer world, where the systems are designed to learn through experimentation and the manuals are unreadable. These days university teachers are heavily dependent computer users, who often lack gurus. Not only that, we are increasingly confronted with different platforms and a large number of applications. To be sure, many of the tips you will receive will be useless, but they are easily discarded. The hard part is getting those rare bits of information that push out the margins and some of these tips may do just that. The site also contains links to tutorials and other kinds of help—but be careful, some of those links will lead to services that charge for advice or tutorials.
In Defence of the Cusshy Life

Colin Sloss on Bern Mulvey

I was much better informed after reading Bern Mulvey’s fascinating account of the plight of our Japanese and foreign colleagues at national universities. And I thought those of us working in private colleges were having a hard time! Although I agreed with almost every point he made, I am not sure I agree with Mr Mulvey’s suggestion that it is difficult to argue against the need for the proposed new reforms advocated by the Japanese government.

Certainly, drastic cuts in the number of those working in national universities would help to get rid of some of those “malingers” who abuse their privileges as academics working in such institutions. It seems to me, however, that the same conditions which allow those malingers to exist (a relatively stress-free and deadline free working environment) are also those that are conducive to producing creative academic work.

Richard Feynman once wrote that the few minutes play which led to the idea for which he eventually received his Nobel prize came from him having just observed a student spinning a plate in the dining hall. One wonders whether Feynman would have received his prize if, instead of having the freedom to muse over spinning plates, he had been rushing to fulfill heavy administrative and teaching duties necessitated by staff cuts.

It is not at all fashionable to defend the position of “ivory tower academics”, in the face of an all conquering onslaught against higher education everywhere in the name of “cost effectiveness” and “greater accountability”. Moreover, we are probably all aware that higher education in Japan is far from perfect and could all, no doubt, put forward proposals for its improvement. Nevertheless, the proposed changes hardly seem likely to improve higher education in Japan.

Given Mr Mulvey’s perceptive comments about the difficulties involved in assessing academic work earlier in his article, I suspect he might agree that we really must try to persuade the people who financially support higher education that teaching and academic work can not be properly assessed merely by simplistic, slide-rule standards. Trying to run a university as if it were just another corporation may result in greater efficiency in certain areas, but it will alter the quality of the work being done. While it would not be wise to deny the need for the reform of the Japanese national universities, it does seem in the case of these proposed reforms that they would be more likely to result in impoverishment rather than improvement.

Bern Mulvey Replies

Despite having read Mr. Sloss’ response very carefully, I must admit to a certain amount of confusion. In my article, I attempted to provide an impartial English summary explaining the following:

1) what reforms were being proposed by Monbusho,
2) why they were being proposed, and
3) the nature of (and reasoning behind) Japanese faculty/staff resistance to their implementation.

Unfortunately, Mr. Sloss seems to have mistaken attempts at fairness in my presentation of these issues with an unconditional endorsement of the reforms themselves.

My article neither makes nor implies such a position.

Beyond the fact that almost one third is devoted to summarizing the various criticisms of the proposals, I conclude the paper with the following statements: “the current proposals as now written place too much emphasis on budgetary concerns...to be ideal” and “could not we...work together in order to achieve a more balanced deal with the government, thereby improving long-term prospects for everyone?” (Mulvey 2000,
Where in this is an unqualified acceptance of Monbusho's terms?

Mr. Sloss’ comments seem directed less at me than at some vaguely defined, McCarthyesque boogeyman out to steal the so-called freedoms of academics everywhere. Unfortunately, his obsession with skewering this fictional beast leads him to fits of misquotation and/or invention to better suit his rhetorical needs. For example, Mr. Sloss writes that initiating “drastic cuts in the number of those working in national universities” just “to get rid of some malingerers” would be absurd; my response to him is simple: no one is advocating such a thing! As I state quite clearly on page 20, while Monbusho is considering faculty/staff cuts, this decision is being made in reaction to “the low national birthrate and resultant decrease in the number of applicants for university entrance” — i.e., they are responding to the demographic reality that (as early as the year 2007) there simply may not be enough students to go around.

While one could argue that a 35% reduction in staff and faculty is an overreaction to this problem, Mr. Sloss chooses to avoid the complexities of the issue entirely, focusing instead on bemoaning a planned mass-martyring of innocents in order to catch a few scoundrels — a plan which Mr. Sloss, to be frank, appears to have invented.

The Japanese national university system is in need of reform. Tightened standards of financial and professional accountability — including, yes, the ability to fire those few individuals who continue to abuse the system — must be parts of any rational proposal to reform this system.

This is not a controversial position; even Japanese educators against the proposed reforms agree that something must be done. Why? Ironically, their intention in backing reforms of some sort is not to destroy the idyllic working environment that Mr. Sloss imagines already to be in place, but to create such an environment.

Are the proposed reforms perfect? Of course not — and for reasons I state quite clearly in my paper. Monbusho’s proposed reforms, however, do represent an important first step in what ideally will be an on-going dialogue, one in which it is to be hoped foreign residents of Japan may also come to participate.

Such participation, though, should not degenerate into a “Monbusho is bad because it is Monbusho”-type diatribe. Unfortunately, by ignoring economic and demographic realities in his attempts to demonize Monbusho, Mr. Sloss comes close to doing just that.

An attempt to establish minimum standards of financial and professional accountability at the national university level is not McCarthyism, nor should it be made out to be.

REFERENCE

Hit Parade Listening: Developing Listening Skills through Rock and Pop.


Reviewed by Michael J. Crawford, Hokkaido University of Education, Hakodate Campus

Listening to a second language at natural speed often poses a problem for learners. Almost every language teacher has heard the complaint “people speak too fast” from his or her students. In English, part of what makes natural speech challenging is that there are a large number of reductions such as “have to,” and so on. Although most listening textbooks make an effort to introduce at least some of these reductions, this reviewer feels that to some extent they have gotten short shrift and that their importance for comprehension of natural speech has been underestimated.

As a step towards focusing more attention on reductions, “Hit Parade Listening” is a welcome addition to the listening textbook market. Aimed at pre-intermediate to intermediate learners of English, the book’s major emphasis is on teaching reductions, or “sound changes” as the authors refer to them. As can be deduced from the title, pop and rock music are used to provide examples of reductions in real language. The text contains 20 units, each of which introduces one or more reductions and uses a song to provide examples of them.

The units follow the same basic format. First, the students listen to five sentences (on the cassette which comes with the book) and do a cloze exercise in which they are asked to guess the reductions to be studied in the unit. The reductions are then explained in a brief section written in Japanese. Next the students listen to 12 more cloze sentences and two short conversations which contain the same reductions. After this the song is played for the first time, and the students answer a few questions as they listen. The song is then played again, and this time the students complete a cloze exercise of the lyrics with spaces for the reductions (and spaces for some other words as well). At the end of the chapter there are readings about the lyrics and/or the artist, both of which are available in oral form on the cassette tape.

There are a number of things about “Hit Parade Listening” which make it an attractive option for university-level teachers in Japan who have listening and/or general English classes. First, the inclusion of music tends to motivate students. Many students may not have had a chance to listen to music in their junior high and high school classes, so doing so may be a needed breath of fresh air. Another good point is the explanations in Japanese mentioned above. The explanations are short and to the point, and provide students with the information they need to understand the reductions introduced in each unit. These explanations are useful for all teachers, of course, but perhaps especially so for native English speaking teachers who may not have the Japanese skills required to explain reductions and feel that their students would have trouble understanding an explanation in English. Even if a native English speaking teacher cannot read the section, he or she can simply have the students read it and rest assured the concept has been explained. (It should perhaps be noted that this explanation is the only section of the chapter written in Japanese. Everything else, including the exercise instructions, is written in English.) The cloze exercises that the students do before listening to the songs in each unit are also well done. The sentences are read at natural speed on the tape and also provide excellent examples of natural conversational speech, including sentences such as “I’d better let you go” and “You should’ve known better.”
In addition to the points mentioned above, perhaps the strongest endorsement of “Hit Parade Listening” are the results for the pre-test and post-test (a cloze listening test of reductions) included in the text for two first-year university classes this reviewer taught at the Hokkaido University of Education in the fall semester of 1999. Students in both classes performed significantly better on the post-test than they did on the pre-test. Among the 32 students for whom both pre-test and post-test data were available, some students did twice as well on the post-test. Although this of course do not prove that the text was effective, it is somewhat striking, and demonstrates that the students were much better able to understand reduced forms at the end of the course.

Despite the positive aspects of “Hit Parade Listening” mentioned above, clearly no textbook is perfect and this one is not an exception. One problem is lack of variety in the exercises in the book. The text relies a bit too heavily on cloze exercises. These may be well-written and useful, but after 20 units of cloze exercises students may feel that they never want to do another one again. Another problem is that some of the songs provide few examples of the reductions they are meant to exemplify. Although the cloze exercises that come before the songs provide ample practice for the students, real examples of their use are also very important. Finally, the fact of the matter is that although most teachers will be familiar with the songs and the artists included in the book, many students (at least the Hokkaido University of Education) do not know artists like The Carpenters, Chicago, Michael Bolton, The Eagles, etc. Although artists students do know such as Mariah Carey and Celine Dion are also included in the book, they are in the minority. More recent songs and more artists that are familiar to college-age Japanese learners would be welcome.

These shortcomings do not detract from the overall value of the text, and will hopefully be addressed if a second edition is published. The text is easy to use, fun to teach, and, from this reviewer’s experience, pedagogically effective. Clearly, teachers need to do other activities in class to maintain variety and interest, but this is true for every textbook on the market. I look forward to using it next semester.
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